Since 2009 the double station meteor observation by the all-sky video cameras of the Slovak Video Meteor Network (SVMN) brought hundreds of orbits. Thanks to several amateur wide field video stations of the Central European Meteor Network (CEMeNt) and despite not an ideal weather situation we were able to observe several Geminid and Quadrantid multi-station meteors during its 2010 and 2011 maxima, respectively. The presented meteor orbits derived by the UFOOrbit software account a high precision of the orbital elements and are very similar to those of the SonotaCo video meteor database.
Introduction
The Geminids and Quandrantids belong to the most active and spectacular annual meteor showers. Despite their high activity and relatively narrow orbital distribution, no active comets have been associated with Geminids and Quadrantids as the parent bodies yet. Geminids have very low perihelia (∼ 0.15 AU), moderate geocentric velocities (∼ 34 km s −1 ) and meteoroids seem to have high density and strong internal consistence [1] . Currently, asteroid (3200) Phaethon is strongly favored as the parent body [2, 3] . Quadrantids exhibit a high activity as well, with a sharp peak lasting only several hours. Their perihelia lie at the Earth's orbit, inclinations are around 70 deg. Among other parent body candidates, asteroid (196 256) 2003 EH1 is having a most similar orbit to the Quadrantids and is considered to be a dormant comet [4] .
Both showers are well defined by many previous photographic, radar, telescopic and visual surveys [3, 5, 6 ]. Yet, the photography has remained the most precise technique for the orbit determination and atmospheric path definition. Recently, the video observation with the high resolution digital cameras become affordable and several meteor detection networks started operation all over the world. Among them, the Slovak Video Meteor Network (SVMN), operated by the Comenius University on the professional level and Central European Meteor Network (CEMeNt) amateur network consisting of several stations in Czech Republic and Slovak Republic. Also we closely cooperate with the Polish Fireball Network and Hungarian Meteor Network. Video observations are able to detect fainter meteors than the classical photographic method, obtain better time resolution of individual meteors and thanks to available detection and analysis software, the data reduction is fast.
Slovak Video Meteor Network and CEMeNt
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• . Also the Stochov station has the same Watec camera and AD converter as the Dunajská Lužná station but the Fujinon lens (3.6 mm). Its stellar limiting magnitude is +4.5, for meteors approx. +1.5 and the FOV is 80
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• . Kroměříž has the system consisting of the Watec 902 H2 camera (720 × 576 pix), Goyo GADN varifocal 3-8mm lens, with the FOV 75
• , limiting stellar magnitude +4.6 and meteor limiting magnitude +2.5. Vyškov is in fact the same station as Kroměříž but in the mobile form. The Marianka station consists 
Detection and data reduction
The video signal is analyzed and detected by the UFOCapture software [7] which is able to recognize meteors and bolides. The meteor data had been processed by the UFOAnalyzer and UFOOrbit software [7] .
The meteor observations were performed during the maximum activity of the Geminids (December 13-14, 2010) and Quadrantids (January 3-4, 2011), where 44, respectively 100 meteors were observed simultaneously. In the data of the SVMN and CEMeNt we have found 35 Geminids and 66 Quadrantids.
There are several UFOOrbit parameters that can evaluate the quality of the obtained meteor orbits. In order to separate hight quality orbits, we set multiple constraints on the data set. Due to the geometry of the incoming meteor trails we selected individual meteor pairs in order to get the maximum precision of the orbital elements. For the Geminids, we set the general quality criteria for the orbits to Q2 -internal condition of the UFOOrbit [9] . Finally, we obtained 10 Geminid meteor orbits. Also, we selected Q3 quality criteria for Quadrantids and we present 8 Quadrantid orbits.
Results
Orbits of Geminids (2010) and Quadrantids (2011) obtained during the shower maxima are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 . Also the mean orbit is calculated as the arithmetic mean of each orbital element with the corresponding standard deviation. In comparison we used the SonotaCo data set of meteor showers observed above the Japan during three years (2007) (2008) (2009) and calculated the mean orbit of the Geminids (121 orbits) and Quadrantids (39 orbits) as well. Only SonotaCo orbits lying within the same range of the solar longitude as our observed meteors have been taken into 32 ) The comparison data were already filtered by the Q3 criterion in order to process only the high quality orbit. As seen on the bottom of the Table  1 and 2, our mean orbits are very similar of those of the SonotaCo high quality subset according to its mean.
The ground projection of the individual meteor trails as seen by the multi-station observation is depicted in Figure 2 . The heliocentric orbits in the view perpendicular to the ecliptic plane derived by the SonotaCo UFOOrbit software are shown in Figure 3 .
To evaluate the quality of the derived meteor orbits, we employed widely used Southworth-Hawkins Dcriterion (D SH ) [8] . The crucial role in the criterion usage is the selection of the reference nominal orbit. The obtained Geminid and Quadrantid orbits were compared with respect to the mean orbits of the showers derived from the SonotaCo video data (see Table 1 and  Table 2 ). Likewise, the parent body orbits were used for Table 3 and Table 4 The beginning and the terminal heights as a function of the absolute brightness of Geminids and Quadrantids are presented in Figure 4 and in the equations (1) and (2) 
where H B stands for the beginning height, H E for the terminal height and M A for the absolute brightness. The brightest Geminid meteor (Figure 4 ) was not used in linear fit (1) . It seems to be a special case of solid meteoroid. However, the beginning heights do not change too much, which is consistent with the results obtained by [10] . Similarly, Quadrantids also show stable beginning heights vs. brightness, at least in the observed interval. Naturally, terminal heights decrease with the increasing brightness in both meteor showers. 
Conclusion
We present 10 Geminid and 8 Quadrantid heliocentric orbits of meteors obtained by multi-station video observations done by the Slovak Video Meteor Network and Central European Meteor Network. The detection, data analysis and orbit derivation were made by using the SonotaCo UFO software package. The meteor shower orbits and their comparison with the SonotaCo database proposed parent bodies indicate that the video observation is able to provide relatively high quality data. Video observations offer a detection of fainter meteors and their higher numbers in comparison with classical photographic methods.
The coordinated video observation of meteors with amateur astronomers brings a significant number of high quality heliocentric orbits. This cooperation has proved to be useful due to uncertain weather in the Central Europe. In addition to current two professional stations, future observations with amateurs might bring more results, especially during active meteor showers or other observing campaigns.
